
A Message from Christ and a Love Story from Al 
 

I offer this, which was given to me by the Master in a meditation only a short time ago. 

I had just crossed over from this life and standing before me was Jesus. He smiled beautifully as 
an old friend might, and I heard him say to me,  

Did you free your Spirit? 

That was all He said, as He continued to simply stand there, smiling at me. 

I will never forget His question, or the profound implications it has on me every day since. I have 
never shared this with anyone but Susan, because it is so special and sacred to me. Now, as I 
share it with you, I hope that demonstrates the sincerity with which I write this to you.   
 
Wondrous Truths are about to be awakened. Some of these will come through the readings. But 
many of these will come to you directly, just as The Essenes were continually Guided in past. It 
will awaken and strengthen each and, in turn, the entire grouping. 

So I ask of you, first individually and then as a group, to decide, and to make a commitment.  
I know that you are geographically separate, but surely the power of this Work and your own 
ingenuity can create ways to overcome the illusion of separateness. 
  
Not all of you will feel the passion and love necessary to sustain you through what lies ahead; 
some of you may feel guided to step back from this Call to do other Works. If you do, that will 
not separate you, for our intent unites us at the highest levels. There are many other Works 
needing to be fulfilled, and one of these may be meant for you.  

I remind you that [during the Essenes] there were many of profound beauty and importance to 
The Work serving it. They were continually surrounded by teachers, prophets, protectors, 
healers, and the elders of the Essene community itself. And there are those who later walked with 
the Master — the seventy-two He sent forth, the many who came from distant lands to offer their 
wisdom, and the Essenes who risked all to travel to far away lands to arrange for the Master’s 
travels. Perhaps you were one of those, and if so, we will all celebrate that discovery with you, 
just as we now celebrate the Awakening and these works. 

Those who do answer this call must become one in intent and purpose, knowing you are to serve 
as a group in Oneness. We don’t know how much time we have to prepare, so please do not 
delay in seeking Guidance for your decision. 

In case I haven’t made it clear, my choice is made. I will serve the Work to the best of my ability. 
But I want everyone to know this too; I will also serve the many other Works and Workers that 



are a part of His Coming. There are many equally profound and important Works still ahead. It 
remains to be seen, who shall come forward to do them. 

Now it remains only for you decide. Is this your love story? Are you to walk this path? 

In closing, I pray that I have expressed this to you clearly. I return to each of you the Love and 
Compassion you have given me in past, honoring you and the Gift you bear as I do. 

Thank you, 

Al 


